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How to weather your trains 

Some of you may remember the wonderful pictures Eric sent in some time ago. They were of his ‘weathered’ trains. 

He was kind enough to send in a ‘how to’ as well. Here it is. Hope you like it as much as I did. 

 

“For this third instalment in my serie about weathering, I’ll explain how I weathered my « Royal Scot » , composed of my 

2-3-0 green BR steam engine « Royal Scot » (Airfix) and two ex-LMS coaches from Märklin (taken from a « Hogwarts 

Express » train set, best known as the « Harry Potter Train »). 

For those who does not know about the story, the “Harry Potter” train is in fact a well-known train that rides for tourists 

and train fans: the “Jacobite”, riding the Scottish rails between Fort William and Mallaigh on the line from Glasgow to the 

Isle of Skye, and where you’ll find the famous (or now infamous) Glenn Finann Viaduct (the curved concrete viaduct seen 

in the Harry Potter movies). 

You’ll see here below the Airfix locomotive and the two Märklin coaches (OO Scale). 
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I wanted to depict a train riding in the late 60’s, at the end of the steam era in the Scottish Highlands, on a train from 

London to Skye on the old LMS lines… 

The first step was to disassemble the body of the Tender from its chassis and, then, cut the wires connecting the engine to 

the motor in the tender (I’ll later install a small connector and a DCC decoder). 

Once the engine and the tender separated, I start by brushing a coat of « Dirt » paint (8 parts of “Black Glaze” for one of 

“Smoke”, three of “Dark Flesh”, one of “Glossy Black” and five of “foundation White). This mix is drybrushed on the 

chassis, wheels, and even on the front of the locomotive’s body (the part in black) and the steam deflectors (the Elephant 

Ears, as we call them) without forgetting the cab’s roof. 

 

Then I prepare a mix of « Dark Green » with a bit of my « Dirt » mix to lighten and tone it down before brushing a wash of 

this mix on the green parts of the locomotive and tender bodies (the first layer wiped dry with a sponge, the next ones 

brushed dry with a Filbert brush, as a “Glacis” in artistic painting). 

 

After this, I prepare my « Grime » mix (one part of « Smoke » for three of « Black Glaze ») that I brush as a « Glacis » 

lightly diluted on all the areas first weathered with the « Dirt » mix. 

 

Then I prepare my own « Rust » mix, composed of three parts of « Cavalry Brown » for one of « Burnt Umber » or of « 

Chocolate Brown ». I then drybrush this mix on the locomotive’s and tender’s bodies, and also on the tender’s chassis. 
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The Locomotive’s chassis also receive a drybrush of “Rust”, but not as heavy as on the other parts, and I mostly 

concentrate on the front buffers, the footsteps and some other parts of the chassis. 

 

I then prepare some « fresh Rust » (one part of « Smoke » for three of « Cavalry Brown ») and highlight some of my 

previous rust application spots and also apply some « rust leaks » on the tender where water spills from the tank when 

loading or near some steam valves. The leaks are applied with a round brush and for this diluted at a ratio of one part of 

paint for two parts of water. 

 

I prepare next a mix of one part of « Black Glaze » for one part of « Foundation White ». I brush it very lightly with a small 

round brush near the water tank and the valves to represent lime streaks where there are some water or steam leaks. 

 

The last step is to apply a « control coat » of « Grimmy Black ». I prepare a wash of “Black Glaze” diluted at a ratio of one 

part of “Black Glaze” for three of water, and brush a liberal coat of it on the entirety of the engine and the tender, being 

thorough especially on the wheels and the driving rods. 
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The last steps of the « detailing » would be first a drybrush of light grey (mix of « Black Glaze » and « Foundation White ») 

to highlight the details on the inside of the cab, then a brush of « Glossy Black » on the tender’s coal load to make it look 

more realistic, and finally applying some of this « Glossy Black » on the handrails and tubes on the engine’s body and also 

on the buffers (greasiest parts). The last thing to do then will be to reconnect the locomotive to its tender and put it on the 

tracks to admire the final result. 
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